Alcohol use is very common in Western societies, with the vast majority (approximately 88% in the United States and 90% in Australia) of adults trying alcohol at least once during their lifetime and 71% of American adults and 83% of Australian adults drinking in the past year (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2013; Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 2012) . Furthermore, alcohol-use disorders are among the most common of psychiatric syndromes (Grant, 1997) and are often accompanied by significant psychosocial dysfunction, a range of medical comorbidities, and substantially increased mortality (Secretary of Health and Human Services, 1997) . Thinking exclusively about diagnostic thresholds, however, can obscure the subtle gradations of normal alcohol use. Specifically, while approximately 10-15% of males and 5% of females qualify for clinical diagnoses of alcohol dependence, overwhelmingly, people who experiment with alcohol do not go on to develop clinical disorders, making normal drinking a very interesting and important phenomenon to understand. Data from twin studies suggest that most normal alcohol-use behaviors have an important genetic component, but there also appears to be a consistent role for shared environmental factors (Carmelli et al., 1993; Clifford et al., 1984; Gabrielli & Plomin, 1985; Heath et al., 1989; Heath & Martin, 1988; Heath, Meyer, Eaves et al., 1991; Heath, Meyer, Jardine et al., 1991; Hopper et al., 1990 Hopper et al., ,1992 Jardine & Martin, 1984; Kaprio et al., 1982 Kaprio et al., , 1987 1991; Koopmans & Boomsma, 1996; Loehlin, 1972; Maes et al., 1999; Prescott et al., 1994) . Similar analyses have not been done with extended pedigrees that provide additional insights and nuances regarding the sources of variation in drinking behaviors. In this paper, we test three primary hypotheses. First, are there differences between four operationalizations of normal drinking phenotypes? Second, do the genetic and environmental variance component estimates from the twin-only model differ from the analogous estimates from the extended twin (ET) model? And third, are there differences in the genetic and environmental factors that contribute to normal drinking behaviors in adults in Australia and Virginia?
Operationalizations of Normal Drinking Phenotypes
There are several common ways alcohol behaviors have been operationalized in the behavioral genetics literature that could influence the genetic and environmental variance components of the behavior. The two most common operationalizations are how much alcohol is typically consumed by an individual (quantity) and how often an individual drinks alcohol (frequency). Another operationalization of alcohol-related behavior is to assess the number of alcoholic drinks that an individual had in the past week. This is similar to drinking quantity, but when asking people to report the number of drinks that they had in the previous week, there is a more stochastic variation, potentially resulting in larger estimates of the unique environmental variance component, and therefore smaller estimates of the genetic and systematic environmental factors. Finally, it is possible to assess the age of onset, or the individual's age, when they first drank. Previous research suggests that earlier onset of drinking is associated with an increased risk of subsequent alcohol misuse as well as other externalizing behaviors and has a contribution from environmental factors (Hawkins et al., 1992 (Hawkins et al., , 1995 (Hawkins et al., , 1997 Kandel et al., 1986) . Variation in the pattern of genetic and environmental transmission of these behaviors may provide interesting insights into the motivations underlying normal alcohol use (Stallings et al., 1999) .
Differences Between the Twin-Only and the Extended Twin Model
The existing conclusions regarding the genetic epidemiology of alcohol use behaviors are based heavily on twin studies. Twin studies partition the variance of a phenotype into three sources of variance: for normal alcohol phenotype typically additive genetic (A), shared environmental (C), and unique environmental (E) variance components. Including additional collateral relatives, as is done in the ET model, allows for the disaggregation of the genetic and environmental sources of variation into more nuanced mechanisms. In particular, ET design allows the genetic variance component to be broken down into additive genetic (A) and non-additive genetic (D) variance, while the shared environmental variance component is disaggregated into the special twin environment (T), the non-parental environment (S), and intergenerational cultural transmission. This increases the specificity of the source of variance. In addition, simulation studies suggest that the parameters of the twin-only model can be biased due to the fact that in the twin-only model, non-additive genetic variance and shared environmental variance cancel out and appear as additive genetic variance (Keller & Coventry, 2005) . Using more elaborate designs that incorporate information from a variety of different relatives greatly reduces these biases (Keller et al., 2009 (Keller et al., , 2010 . The reduction in bias, coupled with enhanced specificity of the parameters, implies that the additional complications of extended family models over the classical twin design are worth the additional effort. Finally, the inclusion of spouses (both spouses of the twins and the twins' parents) allows for the estimation of assortative mating (Eaves, 1979; Eaves et al., 1984 Eaves et al., , 1989 Eaves & Heath, 1981) . As drinking behaviors of spouses are highly correlated, and assortative mating has the potential to inflate the genetic and common environmental variance in twin studies, accounting for spousal correlations will provide more accurate estimates of the variance components. Most of the existing research on the ET models is based upon theoretical expectations and simulation studies. One of the primary questions, therefore, is whether the empirical results from ET design differ from the simple classical twin design and whether the additional parameters add interesting and important insights to our understanding of normal drinking behaviors.
Differences Between Virginia and Australian Samples
Because we rely on two samples from different countries, it is possible to compare the parameters across samples. The independent samples allow for both a replication of the basic results, and, as there are differences between the alcohol consumption in Australia and the United States, this comparison also speaks to cross-cultural differences in drinking behaviors.
Methods

Participants
The data come from two independent samples using virtually the same self-report, mail-back questionnaire. The questionnaires assessed a wide range of health and lifestyle phenotypes. For the current analyses, we restrict our attention to the alcohol-related behaviors. Approximately, 20,000 respondents from 8,019 families in the Australian sample and approximately 23,000 respondents from 6,042 families in the Virginia sample completed the alcohol items in postal surveys conducted between 1985 and 1992. More detailed sampling and participant information can be found in Jardine and Martin (1984) and Lake et al. (2000) for the Australian sample, and in Truett et al. (1994) for the Virginia sample. Due to missing data, the number of respondents for each trait varies. The breakdown of the specific sample size for each phenotype and relative type is presented in Table 1 . In both samples, families were ascertained from twins who provided the names and addresses for their spouses and first-degree relatives (i.e., parents, siblings, and offspring). Taking into consideration all possible familial correlations, there are 88 unique relationships (including cross-sex correlations). These include the relationships between monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twins, as well as parent-offspring, spouses, and cousins through MZ and DZ twin parents, to name a few. There is a substantial amount of missing data as no family has a complete record (two parents, two twins, two brothers, two sisters, spouses of both twins, and two sons and daughters of each twin). To address missing data issues, analyses were conducted using full-information maximum likelihood (FIML) for continuous or ordinal data, depending on the trait.
To address intergenerational effects, such as changes in social trends over time, linear and quadratic functions of the respondent's year of birth were included to control for age and cohort differences on the means or thresholds in all of the models. We emphasize, however, that this does not account for age-related changes in the variance residual components.
Measures
Four separate alcohol-related behaviors were analyzed: drinking quantity, drinking frequency, age at the individual's first alcoholic drink, and the number of alcoholic drinks in the last week. The questions and response options were worded almost identically in the Australian and the Virginia samples. Only the respondents who stated they had previously consumed alcohol were included in the analysis. This excluded less than 2% of the Australian sample and 4% of the Virginia sample. Further, in most cases, respondents were asked about the drinking behaviors of their relatives using the same wording, but only the self-reported behaviors are analyzed here.
Drinking quantity. The drinking quantity measure asks: 'Write the number which best describes how many drinks the following people USUALLY have in a TYPICAL WEEK' . The respondent is provided with an ordinal scale: none at all, 1-3 drinks, 4-6 drinks, 7-12 drinks, 13-18 drinks, 19-24 drinks, 25-42 drinks, 42 or more drinks. In the Australian survey, the last response category was split into two categories, i.e., 43-70 drinks and 70+ drinks, since it was reasoned that heavy drinkers may be unwilling to endorse the highest possible category but would endorse the penultimate.
Drinking frequency. The drinking frequency measure asks: 'Write in the number which best describes how often the following people have had alcoholic drinks in during the past 12 months, or in a typical year if the person is deceased' . The response options are as follows: more than once a day, every day, 3-4 times a week, once or twice a week, once or twice a month, less often, and not at all. The question wording and the response options were identical in both surveys.
Age of first drink. The age of onset was measured in slightly different ways in the Australian and Virginia surveys. In Australia, the question was worded: ' At what age did you/your twin first drink alcohol?' The Virginia survey asked a two-part conditional question. The first question asked, 'Have you every drunk alcohol regularly?' and the follow-up question asked, 'If yes, at what age did you start?' The responses for both surveys were discrete ages. If the respondent stated that they started drinking before they were (Aitken, 1934; Fulker, 1988; Pearson, 1902; Van Eerdewegh, 1982) .Passive gene-environment covariation is assessed by C AFm and C AFf for fathers and mothers, respectively. 8 years old or after they were 40 years old, they were excluded. Various transformations were examined to account for skew, but they did not change the interpretation of the results. Accordingly, the untransformed ages are presented to simplify interpretation.
Number of drinks last week. For both surveys, the number of drinks consumed in the last week, respondents were given a matrix with the type alcoholic drink on the rows and the day of the week on the columns and asked to write in the number of beers, glasses of wine, and drinks of liquor, and in the Australian survey, glasses of sherry and other were also allowed. The number of drinks from each category was summed. As the distribution of this variable is skewed, various transformations were examined but they did not change the interpretation of the results. The untransformed number of drinks is presented to simplify the interpretation.
Statistical Methods
The path model for the extended twin (ET) design presented in Figure 1 depicts the mother and father of an opposite-sex DZ twin pair but presents all possible parameters that were estimated. The model is described in detail elsewhere (Keller et al., 2009; Maes et al., 1997; Truett et al., 1994) , so we limit our discussion here. In the figure, squares indicate measured variables, circles indicate latent variables, paths with two arrows indicate variances or covariances, paths with one arrow indicate causal indicators, and the co-path (between spouses) is shorthand for the Pearson-Aitken selection formula (Aitken, 1934; Fulker, 1988; Pearson, 1902; Van Eerdewegh, 1982) . Capital letters indicate latent variables and the corresponding lowercase letters indicate path coefficients.
Two sources of genetic variance are depicted in Figure 1 : additive genetic (A) and non-additive genetic (D) variance.
The path between A for the parents and offspring is fixed at 0.5, reflecting the principles of Mendelian inheritance. The variance of A in the parents is V Af and V Am for fathers and mothers, respectively. The residual variance of A in the offspring is fixed at 0.5, reflecting recombination genetic variance. D is uncorrelated between parents and offspring and is correlated at 1 in MZ twins and 0.25 in DZ twins and siblings.
There are four environmental variance sources: a nonparental shared environment (S), a special twin environment (T), a unique environment (E), and parentto-offspring vertical cultural transmission (Pm-fatherson; Pf-father-daughter; Mm-mother-son; and Mfmother-daughter). Cultural transmission allows the parents to 'teach' or directly influence their offspring.
Spousal correlations are modeled as primary phenotypic assortment (i) via the Pearson-Aitken selection formula (Aitken, 1934; Fulker, 1988; Pearson, 1902; Van Eerdewegh, 1982) . Primary phenotypic assortment allows the correlation between spouses to be a function of both genetic and environmental causes. We compared the primary phenotypic assortment model to a model with assortment as a function of social homogamy (in which the correlation is primarily a function of shared environmental features as would be found, for example, if spouses primarily met at college) and found no differences between the two models. As phenotypic assortment has fewer implicit assumptions, we present the results from this model. Importantly, geneenvironment covariance is a function of significant vertical cultural transmission and additive genetic variance, possibly augmented by assortment, and it is also included in the model.
Because families include both males and females, all model parameters (except assortment) are estimated separately for males and females, allowing the magnitudes of their effect to differ by sex (quantitative sex differences). The ET model also includes qualitative sex-specific parameters for additive genetic variance, (estimated as malespecific additive genetic variance), non-additive genetic variance, non-parental shared environment, and special twin environments to allow for qualitative sex differences in these sources of variance. As these parameters jointly failed to reach statistical significance in all models, we do not discuss them further.
Model Fitting
For each alcohol behavior, two analyses were conducted. First, to examine the general pattern of the relationships between family members, correlations between the relatives were estimated. While there are 88 possible unique correlations, the sample sizes on which many of these correlations were based was quite small. To increase the power and focus of the analysis, we combined the correlations between relatives other than twins by sex, leaving 21 correlations for each phenotype. These correlations are presented in Figure 2 . Second, we conducted the analysis of the ET model. The model-fitting hypothesis tests are presented in Table 2 and the standardized variance components are presented in Table 3 . The unstandardized path coefficients are presented in Table 4 . To compare the extended twin models to the estimates of the twin-only design, we estimated a quantitative sex-limitation twin model. All of the models were fitted by maximum-likelihood to the raw data using OpenMx (Boker et al., 2011 (Boker et al., , 2012 Neale et al., 2015) . Hypothesis tests were conducted using the likelihood ratio test. Likelihood-based confidence intervals are presented (Neale & Miller, 1997) for the standardized parameters of the full model.
Results
Correlations Between Relatives for Normal Alcohol Drinking Behaviors
It is useful to examine the correlations between the various family members before delving into the ET model. These correlations are presented in Figure 2 . The Virginian and Australian correlations are represented as circles and squares, respectively, with likelihood-based 95% confidence intervals. Equivalent familial correlations across samples are banded. Red points depict twin correlations, green points are for first-degree relatives (except DZ twins), brown for second-degree relatives, and blue for relationships through marriage.
The correlations are remarkably consistent across samples. Further, as the genetic relationship between family members decreases there is, generally, a decrease in the magnitude of the correlation, with the exception of the age at first drink. These correlations are consistent with a strong genetic source of variation that we will examine in more detail with the ET model. As expected, for all phenotypes, there are significant spousal correlations, indicative of assortative mating. Interestingly, as the genetic similarity between the twin and the relative decreases, the correlations with the twin's spouse and the relative also decline, implying some degree of gene-environment correlation.
Looking at the correlations across the separate phenotypes provides a cursory test of the differences between different operationalizations of normal drinking behavior. The pattern of correlation for drinking quantity, drinking frequency, and drinking in the last week is quite similar. The major difference between the phenotypes lies with the age of first drink, which is conceptually the most distinct operationalization of a normal drinking behavior. For the age of first drink, the MZ and DZ correlations are very similar, indicating a primarily shared environmental mode of transmission.
The correlations are also consistent across samples, but upon close inspection, there are minor differences between them that require acknowledgment. Specifically, the cousin correlations in the Virginia sample for drinking frequency are strangely large, albeit with large confidence intervals. In addition, the twin correlations between MZ males for age at first drink appear lower than would be expected, even under a model of transmission dominated by the common environment. In this case, we would expect no difference between the MZ and DZ male correlations.
Comparing the Alcohol Drinking Phenotypes
A series of likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) was used to test statistical hypotheses related to the variance components of the alcohol phenotypes estimated with the ET model. The model fitting results used for hypothesis testing are presented in Table 2 . We conclude that a parameter is Note: Sample sizes for each model are presented in Table 1 . The df column refers to the difference in the number of parameters between the full and the reduced models for the LRT. The equate rows indicate models where the specific parameter for males and females was constrained to be equal. The drop rows refer to models where the specific parameter for males and females was fixed to zero.
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significant if the p value for dropping it from the model is less than 0.05 in both samples. Effectively, a parameter must replicate across samples to be considered significant. The LRTs for all of the phenotypes can be separated into two broad classes: tests of equality of the parameters between the sexes and joint tests of significance of the parameters. The standardized parameters for full ET model are presented in Table 3 . The consistency of these hypothesis tests across countries speaks to the similarities and differences across the drinking phenotypes.
Drinking quantity. For drinking quantity, equating A across sex led to a significant reduction in model fit in both samples (χ Note: The table presents the standardized variance components from the four normal drinking phenotypes, with 95% likelihood-based confidence intervals for males and females in the Australia and Virginia samples. The ET columns indicate the variance components for the ET model. A represents additive genetic variance, D represents non-additive genetic variance, E represents unique environmental variance, S represents non-additive genetic variance, and T represents variance from the special twin environment. The entries are standardized so that everything in a column except gene-environment correlation sum to 1, subject to rounding error. The twin-only column presents the results from the model where only twins were used to estimate the parameters. The column calculates the sum of the broad genetic and environmental components from the ET model. The * beside number from the column indicates that the sum of the broad genetic and environmental parameters from the ET model does not fall within the 95% confidence intervals from the twin model. 95% confidence intervals in square brackets. Note: Hypothesis tests were only conducted for the path coefficients (as the means, thresholds, and year of birth regressions are not the focus of the current analyses). As there were two types of significance tests, significant differences between the male and female parameters are indicated by ‡, while § indicates that dropping both parameters from the model significantly reduced the fit. Significance tests were not directly conducted for italicized parameters. To simplify the presentation of the table, the labels used here are the same as those used in Figure 1 . Vm = male variance, Vf = female variance, i = the Pearson-Aitken selection formula for assortative mating, Am = male additive genetic variance, Af = female additive genetic variance, Dm = male non-additive genetic variance, Df = female non-additive genetic variance, Sm = male non-parental shared environmental variance, Sf = female non-parental shared environmental variance, Tm = male special twin environment variance, Tf = female special twin environment variance, Em = male unique environmental variance, Ef = female unique environmental variance. Mm, Pm, Mf, and Pf represent cultural transmission paths from mothers and fathers to sons and daughters, respectively. V A = the inflation of additive genetic variance in parents. C Fm and C Ff = the inflation of shared environmental variance in parents. C AFm , C AFf , and C AFmf = the covariance between the shared environmental and additive genetic variance in parents. μ = the respective mean and β = the respective regression parameter. Because many of the variables are ordinal, Inc = increment between thresholds. . Again, the assortative mating parameter is highly significant for both samples, implying that how often an individual drinks alcohol is a major factor in mate choice.
Number of drinks in the past week. While both genetic factors contribute to the number of drinks consumed in the past week, the D appears to contribute more variance than the A. Specifically, in Australia, the contribution of the non-additive genetic factor is moderate for both sexes, Age at first drink. The age when people first drank alcohol followed a substantially different pattern of transmission from the other phenotypes. Genetic factors did not contribute to the variance in age of onset in either sample for either sex (χ . Despite this inconsistency, the joint hypothesis test of all the environmental parameters suggests that environmental factors are strongly related to the age people start drinking (χ 2 au = 2,910.26, p au < .01; χ 2 va = 15.98, p va = .04). Notably, a large proportion of the variance is due to unshared environmental factors. As with the previous phenotypes, the age at first drink was significantly correlated between spouses.
Comparing the ET and twin-only designs. Table 3 provides the standardized variance components for the ET and twin-only designs for each of the four phenotypes. To compare the ET with the twin-only design, the sum of the genetic variance components from the ET model (A, D, and A via assortment) was compared with the A component of the twin model and the sum of the systematic environmental components of the ET model (S, T, cultural transmission, and cultural transmission via assortment) was compared with the C component of the twin model. The E components were directly compared between the ET and the twin models. Because the ET model uses data from all available relatives, while the twin model only uses data from the twins, the models are not nested. Our test of the difference between the ET and twin-only models, therefore, is whether the sum of the relevant variance components from the ET model falls within the 95% confidence interval of the corresponding statistic in the twin model.
A brief look at Table 3 shows a high level of consistency between the ET and the twin-only models. Across the four phenotypes in both sexes in the two samples, there are 48 comparisons between the classical twin model and the ET model (four phenotypes × two samples × two sexes × three variance components-A, C, and E). A total of 13 of these 48 comparisons were significantly different between the models: the A component was significant in three comparisons, the C component was significant in seven comparisons, and the E was significant in three comparisons. Because we are examining standardized proportions of variance, however, if one of the variance components increases, then the other two correspondingly decrease.
It is instructive to examine the specific instances where the ET and twin models diverge. The first discrepancy occurred for drinking frequency in the Virginia males. Here, the genetic components from the ET model were significantly lower than A from the twin model, while the environmental components were significantly higher than C from the twin model. For drinking frequency in the Virginia females, the E component from the ET model was significantly larger than the E component from the twin model, with no differences in the A or C components. It is important to note that for drinking frequency in the Virginia sample, the cousin correlations (as can be seen in Figure 2 ) are a higher than would be expected, which influences the estimates of both the broad genetic factors and environmental factors.
There is also a discrepancy between the ET and twin models for age of first drink in the Australian sample. For males, the systematic environmental components in the ET model are higher than the C estimate from the twin, while the E estimate in the ET model is lower than the twin estimate. By contrast, for females, the systematic environmental components in the ET model are lower than the C estimate from the twin model. In this case, the MZ male correlations are substantially lower than we expected, as can be seen in Figure 2 , though the correlations are consistent for MZ males across samples. Because of this, utilizing the genetic and environmental contributions from other family members likely provides a more realistic estimate of the environmental factors than we observe from the twin-only model.
In total, 7 of the 13 observed discrepancies between the ET and twin model are found for the number of drinks in the past week. Due to the question wording, we expected this variable to have a reasonable amount of measurement error, as is indicated by relatively large E components and correspondingly lower correlations between relatives. Again, most of the discrepancies between the ET and twin models were a function of differences in the environmental variance components. Furthermore, the distribution number of drinks consumed in the past week was skewed, and while this did not affect the broad conclusions about the mode of transmission, it could affect hypothesis testing between the ET and twin-only designs.
Despite these somewhat minor differences, we conclude that the consistency between the estimates in the twin-only design and the sum of the parameters from the ET design is very high, often within a few percentage points. If the twin-only estimates are interpreted as the broad-sense heritability and environmental variance components, there is minimal deviation from the ET results. The ET model, however, provides enhanced specificity regarding the specific genetic or environmental variance components. In contrast with expectation regarding the confluence of A and D, the observed deviations between the twin and ET models seem to focus on the environmental variance components, especially in the models for the number of drinks that the respondent consumed in the last week. Importantly, the differences between the ET and twin models do not appear to be systematic. Sometimes the ET parameter is higher than the corresponding twin estimate, while at other times it is lower. If the bias in the twin models was consistently higher (or lower) than the ET model, it would be cause for concern. In the current analyses, this is not the case, and we are not overly concerned.
Comparing the Australia and Virginia samples. The pattern of results was remarkably consistent across the two countries. The analyses focus on parameters that were significant in both samples, that is, the strongest and most replicable results. It is possible that in doing so we are overlooking findings that are specific to one sample and overemphasizing the similarity. In this section, we focus on these differences but reiterate that the differences between samples are minor.
As would be expected, the differences between the samples seem to focus on the environmental variance components. Specifically, for drinking quantity, the S and T pa- Cultural transmission. One of the (more interesting) factors that can be estimated in the ET model that cannot be estimated with twins alone is cultural transmission from parents to children. For three traits, cultural transmission significantly contributes to variance in the offspring's drinking behaviors: drinking quantity, drinking frequency, and the number of drinks in the last week. The pattern of results that emerges is quite interesting from a socialization perspective. For drinking quantity in both samples and drinking frequency in Virginia, the mother-to-daughter transmission appears to be driving cultural transmission. Alternatively, for the number of drinks consumed in the past week, within-sex (father-to-son and mother-todaughter) transmission appears to be important. In toto, it appears that insofar as these are environmental effects, children model their normal drinking behaviors on their same-sex parent, particularly females, notwithstanding differences due to genetic segregation.
Gene-environment covariation. With the ET model, it is possible to estimate passive gene-environment covariation. In four models, gene-environment covariation is significant: drinking quantity and frequency in the Virginia females and the number of drinks in the past week for the Virginia males and the Australian females (which is in the opposite direction). This significant, passive geneenvironment covariation implies that parental drinking behavior (which is a function of the parental genotype) creates an environment that is conducive to corresponding drinking behaviors in their offspring. Parents who have a higher genetic load for drinking create environments that encourage higher levels of drinking in the subsequent generation. While these effects are intriguing, it is important not to overemphasize these effects, as they are small, inconsistent, and have very large confidence intervals.
Discussion
The ET analysis revealed several interesting results. First, there were notable differences across the behaviors, with drinking quantity having a substantial amount of genetic variation but minimal systematic environmental variation, drinking frequency having a significant genetic and environmental variation, age at first drink having no significant genetic variation but z substantial systematic environmental variation, and the number of drinks in the last week having a substantial amount of unshared environmental variation.
These differences have several implications. When exploring the genetic and environmental factors that contribute to normal drinking behaviors, the choice of phenotype matters. While the phenotypes are related, empirically and theoretically, it is important to identify the specific behavior as some have larger or smaller contributions from genetic and environmental factors. This highlights the need to better understand the specific causal relationships between these variables. Specifically, these normal drinking behaviors are likely correlated at both the genetic and environmental levels, but there is the possibility of causal relationships between the phenotypes (Cramer et al., 2010) . In doing so, it may be possible to more accurately examine the etiology of drinking behaviors.
Second, there was a large degree of consistency between the ET and twin-only models, supporting the convention of the interpretation of A in twin models as a broad genetic factor that incorporates both additive and non-additive genetic factors, and C in the twin model as a broad environmental factor that incorporates systematic environmental factors that contribute to a phenotype. The ET model provides enhanced specificity that allows researchers to make more nuanced conclusions about sources of variation and highlights new questions for future research.
For example, for drinking frequency and quantity, there was a substantial amount of non-additive genetic variance in females (but not males). One interpretation of this is that there is sex limitation whereby the type genetic factors are different in males and females. Another possibility is that the non-additivity is a function of the fact that the parentoffspring relationship is lower than what would be expected given additive genetic variance and cultural transmission, which may be particularly important for mother-daughter correlations. To compensate for this, the model partitions this variance into D. It is possible that this effect is driven by age-specific genetic variance. If there are age-specific genetic effects, twins who are the same age and siblings who are relatively close in age would be more correlated with each other than with their parents. While D is typically labeled dominance, it captures several types of genetic nonadditivity beyond simple dominance, such as epistasis or gene-by-age interactions (and other G × E interactions) that are non-additive genetic factors broadly defined. Relatedly, while there is no specific test for parent-child environmental differences, age-specific environmental effects would inflate the special twin environment factor because twins are more similar in age than they are to their siblings. Verhulst et al. (2014) suggested a method for testing for age-difference moderation in twin-sibling models, but the model has not been extended to other family members as assortative mating greatly complicates model expectations.
Third, there was a high degree of similarity between the Australian and Virginian samples, underscored by the very large sample sizes for both studies (Australia ≈ 20,000 individuals from 8,019 families; Virginia ≈ 23,000 from 6,042 families). As was implied by the phenotypic correlations and borne out by the model-fitting results, the same general pattern of results was found in both samples. There were a few places where the specific variance components differed across samples. Interestingly, discrepancies were primarily found at environmental rather than at the genetic levels. This is exactly where these behaviors would be expected to differ, given that drinking norms are different in the two countries. While these differences are statistically significant, the magnitude of the differences is relatively small and requires very large sample sizes to detect.
Further, there was a small but significant amount of cultural transmission, which was primarily a function of mother-to-daughter transmission. While several studies have demonstrated behavioral correlations between parents and children, in most cases, these associations confound potential vertical cultural transmission with genetic transmission (Ary et al., 1993; Bauman et al., 2001; Dielman et al., 1993; Duncan et al., 1994; Langhinrichsen et al., 1990; Lau et al., 1990; Weinberg et al., 1994; White et al., 2000) . Specifically, most studies find that parent-child communication regarding alcohol behaviors and parental modeling of behavior has an influence on their offspring's behavior. However, studies that directly test for vertical cultural transmission in alcohol use (Koopmans & Boomsma, 1996) or alcohol use disorders typically fail to find evidence for vertical cultural transmission over and above genetic transmission. There were a number of differences that increases the power in the current study relative to previous studies. First, the sample size here is much larger than previous investigations looking at normal drinking behavior and the current respondents were older, which increases the likelihood that people are at a stable level of drinking (Koopmans & Boomsma, 1996) . Second, previous studies focus on alcohol use disorders and the current study focuses on normal drinking behaviors, which are more prevalent. The increase in prevalence reduces the residual variance and increases the power of the analyses.
In addition, there was a substantial assortative mating for the alcohol behaviors. Drinking behaviors clearly matter in one's choice of spouse; for the current analysis, the important feature is the extent to which the assortative mating inflates the genetic or cultural transmission parameters. Because of the large spousal correlations and moderate Am, in the ET model, there is a small increase in A via assortment variance for drinking quantity in Virginian males and drinking frequency in Australian males (Baker et al., 1996) . This was not significant for females, as the Af components were smaller and there is no inflation in the genetic component from D variance. For drinking frequency and quantity in the Virginian females, however, there is some inflation in the environmental transmission from assortative mating, consistent with mother-to-daughter cultural transmission. The influence of assortative mating on both the genetic and environmental variance components is fascinating and deserves more attention in the future.
Limitations
The analyses must be interpreted in light of two primary limitations. First, the current results do not take nonlinear effects of age into consideration. Specifically, it is TWIN RESEARCH AND HUMAN GENETICS possible that age-specific genetic or environmental effects could moderate the genetic or environmental variance components (Verhulst et al., 2014) . Alternatively, cohort effects could affect the intergenerational covariance of drinking behaviors. Notably, most non-linear effects of age would appear as D or T, as was observed for females for several phenotypes. While all attempts were made to minimize the linear influence of age on the covariance between relatives, the present results should be seen as a first step towards understanding the complex intergenerational effects of genes and environments on normal drinking behaviors.
Second, there is a large amount of missing data, especially in the more distant familial relationships. The twins, who formed the core of the sample, were reasonably complete, but the children of the twins, as well as the spouses and siblings, were less well represented. Because there were 18 possible relatives, it is nearly impossible for any family to have all possible members. Specifically, the current analyses span three generations and allow the twins to have two brothers, two sisters, two sons (each), and two daughters (each). These would be very large families by modern standards. This may have influenced the correlation between cousins in the Virginia sample as the sparseness of the data can result in correlations that would not be expected for standard biometric analyses due, potentially, to chance observations. Importantly, there are structural reasons for some of the observed missingness.
Implications and Future Directions
The ET model provides a much more nuanced perspective than the twin-only design. This nuance highlights a large number of new questions about the parameters that cannot be estimated within the twin-only framework and the etiology of drinking behaviors. For example, exploring maternal and paternal genetic effects can be tested using the children-of-twins design, where adult twins and their offspring are necessary to examine the relationships. Another interesting direction for future research is the examination of assortative mating. In every drinking phenotype we examined, spousal correlations were highly significant, implying that spouses choose their mates based upon similar patterns of drinking behaviors. Because these phenotypes have an additive genetic variance component, assortative mating implies that DZ twins and other siblings are more similar genetically than would be assumed in the absence of assortative mating. Accordingly, assortative mating would be expected to inflate the common environmental variance component. This is exactly what happens for drinking quantity in the Virginia males. Specifically, the additive genetic variance from assortment is statistically significant and the common environmental variance component is attenuated in the extended twin model. Given that the shared environment is not significant in the twin model, however, tempers the conclusions we draw from this finding.
Conclusions
In this paper, we estimated the variance components for the ET model for four normal drinking behaviors in approximately 23,000 individuals from 6,042 twin families from Virginia and 20,000 individuals from 8,019 twin families in Australia. Comparisons between drinking phenotypes suggested that drinking quantity and drinking frequency were strongly influenced by genetic factors and to a lesser extent by shared environmental factors. The number of drinks an individual had in the previous week also showed a similar pattern of intergenerational transmission, with larger unique environmental variance components. Finally, the age of first drink showed a different pattern of transmission, being almost entirely a function of shared environmental variation, with no genetic factors significantly affecting alcohol onset. Furthermore, when comparing the parameters from the ET model with their analogues in the twin-only model, there were relatively few differences, and those that did exist were found in the shared environmental variance components. The benefits of the ET model, therefore, rest on the increased specificity in the parameters relative to their counterparts in the twin-only model. Finally, there were limited differences between the Australian and Virginian samples, with the small differences that were observed coming mainly from the environmental components. This implies that the genetic factors are quite similar across different cultures with different historical relationships with alcohol.
